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ABSTRACT
In collaborative set-ups, humans and artificial intelligence agents
must team-up to achieve common goals. The identity of an agent,
meaning its perceived mind and embodiment, will influence human
behaviour. The experienced sense of agency, especially in the case
of collaboration and action coordination, are expected to affect
cooperativeness, team performance and fluency. Recent advances in
deep Reinforcement Learning can now facilitate a series of humanagent and human-robot collaboration studies that will allow a better
understanding about how the identity attributed to an agent impacts
the performance of the partners. In this short paper we discuss some
study paradigms we are building to explore the role of embodiment
and agent’s behaviour to self- and joint- agency experienced by
human partners during collaborative scenarios.
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INTRODUCTION

Successful adoption of human-agent and human-robot interaction
systems depends, among other things, on the extent that agent
behavior encourages an uninterrupted and natural human behavior
within a specific context. For example, agents that assume assistive
or companionship roles can be more acceptable if they evoke social
attitudes similar to those governing human-human interactions.
Both human-like embodiment and behavior play an important role
in this [12, 22]. Beyond instruction type of interactions [2], in many
applications, such as games [7, 19], industrial work-floors [13, 21]
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and rehabilitation set-ups [5], humans and Artificial Intelligence
(AI) agents, embodied or not, will team-up to achieve common
goals. In these cases, robot behavior should facilitate and support
joint action. What is an acceptable collaborative agent behavior in
scenarios where there is no embodiment at all or the embodiment
answers to task requirements that cannot be satisfied with a humanlike embodiment?
It is now quite appreciated that in order to build effective collaborative environments, it is necessary to consider human-AI team
performance, as opposed to isolated AI performance [4], and human
behavior [3]. A prerequisite for being able to account for expected
human behavior in human-AI teams is to understand how humans
perceive and respond to AI agents. Humans during their interaction
with non-human entities, via the process of anthropomorphization,
attribute to them mental and affective states [1]. Such processes
also apply to human-agent/robot interactions. Depending on the
agent’s complexity of behavior and/or embodiment, a human can
perceive an agent as an intentional one [16, 22]. Especially in the
case of collaboration between a human and an AI agent, attributed
identity is expected to affect human actions and as result the performance, the efficiency and the fluency of the team towards achieving
the common goal. For example, agent’s errors change the behavior
of humans during a collaborative game depending on how these
errors influence the performance or the reliance [7].
During human-human joint action, people recruit several mechanisms to successfully accomplish a common task. These include
joint attention, monitoring of collaborator’s actions, shared task
representations and spatio-temporal action coordination [18]. Additionally, cooperativeness and team performance are affected by
the sense of self- and joint- agency experienced during a joint task.
Perceptual distinctiveness of each actor’s actions is a factor that
influences the sense of control during joint action, as well as the
competitiveness or complementarity of partners’ roles [8]. Another
factor that alters the sense of agency is the fairness of resource
distribution, that is how rewards are shared between partners [15].
Similar to other human-human interaction processes [14], some
of the mechanisms that people recruit during joint action are expected to be similar to human-agent joint action. For example,
interacting with robotic agents seems to affect the sense of agency
in a similar way compared to interacting with other humans [6].
However, when joint action involves kinesthetic cues it appears
that the movements of a robot partner have a different effect on the
sense of agency of a human collaborator compared to movements
of a human partner [9]. Predictive mechanisms, or lack thereof, can
also have an impact to the collaboration of humans and automated
artificial systems [17]. The studies mentioned above emphasize the
need for further research regarding how the identity of an agent,
its perceived mind and the capabilities of its embodiment, affect
human partner action in collaborative systems.
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Recent advances in deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) have
demonstrated very promising results in real-world and real-time
learning problems [10]. Shafti and colleagues [20] have actually
applied a deep RL method to a co-learning paradigm between a
human and a Universal Robots UR10 cobot. In their paradigm a tray
attached to the end-effector of the cobot is able to rotate around two
axes. The human and the robot, each controlling the rotation around
one axis, have to learn to collaboratively guide a ball through the
tray’s obstacles from a starting point to an end goal. The authors
experiment with different network parameters as well as with multiple participants and examine, among others, human-robot team
performance when dealing with agents of other participants.
Such paradigms, like the one in [20], present the opportunity
to study human-agent joint action in real-time and explore how
human actions and mechanisms during joint action are affected
by an agent’s behavior and embodiment. Moreover, co-learning
paradigms offer the added value of observing shifts of partners’
behavior while they mutually learn and adapt to each other. In
the following section we discuss some of the research activities
we are currently planning and building, exploiting the co-learning
paradigm presented in [20] to investigate how the sense of agency of
the human partner is affected when dealing with different versions
of agents and environmental conditions.
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RESEARCH METHODS

We first describe three different experimental conditions where
humans collaborate with agents that may or may not have an
embodiment and where the environment to control is virtual or
real. Moreover, we consider the evaluation tools that can be used to
measure team performance and collaboration. Finally, we discuss
some further design considerations.
In a virtual-world/mind condition of the co-learning paradigm
[20], a 3D graphic representation of the titling table that simulates
the rolling ball physics serves as the environment within which the
collaboration occurs. The participants are asked to collaborate with
an AI agent in order to guide a ball from the starting position to
the goal.
In the real-world/embodied mind condition of the paradigm,
similar to [20], an actual tray is attached to the end-effector of a
Universal Robots UR3 cobot. The participants are asked to collaborate with the cobot to achieve the goal. They hold in their hands a
small tray that is tracked using optical markers. The participants
rotate their tray around the axis they control, and these rotations
are then mapped to rotations of the cobot tray. However, the feeling
of control of the human actor might be affected by the fact that the
tray is actually attached to the body of the robot. So in some sense
the robot can be considered responsible for executing correctly the
actions of its human partner.
To account for such effects, in a third virtual-world/embodied
mind condition of the study the virtual environment of the titling
table is presented to the human partners and they are asked to collaborate with the cobot that operates in their proximity and controls
the rotation of the other axis of the tray through its movements.
In every condition, team performance will be evaluated using
the time spent to achieve the goal. Moreover, participants will evaluate, throughout the learning process, their feeling of control [8]
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in the task during test trials where the agent is frozen. Finally,
human-agent collaboration will be also evaluated based on subjective measures such as fluency, agent contribution and trust [11].
We expect that the experimental conditions described above will
shed more light on how, during a collaborative task, the human
actor’s sense of agency is affected by whether the AI agents are
embodied or not. It would also be interesting to explore the effect
of a different robot embodiment, like an anthropomorphic one, or
to explore if human behavior in the virtual-world/mind condition
is affected when we give the agent a face, for example by showing
to the participants the image of a robot.
Design considerations. A factor that can affect human behavior
in the previous paradigms is the type of actions the human partner
uses to rotate the tray. For example, human actions can either be
conveyed by using specified keys on a keyboard to control the direction of tray rotation or by mapping human movements to tray
angles [20]. In the latter case, learning to control one’s own movements can increase the difficulty of the task and the overall learning
period. In any case, it is also important to consider whether human
actions are applied in a continuous or discrete way as this will affect
human perception about the causal effect of one’s actions, and as a
result, the judgement of agency. Finally, hardware limitations and
computational processing time can also impose constraints related
to delays, human movement accuracy, etc. that will affect design
decisions.
Human and agent behavior can be further manipulated in various ways. Introducing noise to chosen actions [8] will impact the
expected ball movement and will increase the uncertainty about the
dynamics of the system. In what way such external perturbations
affect the sense of agency and the human-agent team performance?
Finally, another interesting dimension to experiment with, especially in the context of deep RL, is reward attribution [15]. What is
the impact of symmetrical (or not) rewards in the course of learning
and as a result in self- or joint- judgement of control?
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CONCLUSIONS

Understanding human behavior toward artificial agents is crucial
for designing agents that promote fluent human behavior and as
a result for the adoption of AI systems. In the present short paper
we discussed some of the open questions regarding how attributed
identity to an agent can impact human-agent/robot collaboration.
How can an agent’s perceived mind and embodiment affect selfand joint- sense of agency during joint actions and as a result colearning and team performance? In pursuit of such questions, we
presented a series of studies that we are currently building and
discussed some methodological issues that need to be considered,
as well as several manipulations that can be exploited to deepen our
understanding of how artificial identity is experienced in humanagent joint action.
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